
VANTAGGI

SURFACES

FEATURES

► Self-activating enhancer for coating, based on polymer matrix, which kicks in upon 
spraying with water.
► It adheres to the surface for a long time and is resistant to acids, to alkali and to solvents.
► It reduces drying times and seals without using cloths or applicators,  removing the root 
cause of the risk of swirl formation.
► Its polymer matrix quickly and easily assures to the body high protection, brightness, 
smoothness and lotus effect, assuring amazing beading and sheeting, plus a high
hydrophobic effect.
► Utmost ease of use and easy correction of detailer errors (thanks to our exclusive
“I Forgive You” technology).
► Thoroughly researched, developed and tested by Mafra laboratories in cooperation with 
the most prestigious sports car makers worldwide.

DESCRIZIONE

In winter time use #BENEFÌCIA pure, in summer time or with hot temperatures dilute it 1:1. 
Before applying #BENEFÌCIA, ensure that the vehicle is clean and wet and the engine bonnet 
is not too hot; treat one panel of the vehicle at a time and rinse right away. Spray the product 
from the bottom upwards from a distance of at least 60 cm, to obtain a rose that is as wide 
and even as possible, and then rinse. Its strong water-repellence makes it possible to perform 
water film or air drying. Thanks to the same mother particle, layers of #REVÌTAX, #BENEFÌCIA, 
#CUPÌDO and #PERFÈCTA can be overlaid. If there are any product residues during the drying 
phase, remove them using our #PERFÈCTA quick detailer.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE AND DILUTIONS

AVAILABLE FORMATS

VEHICLES

LAB19 100ml Bottle 6 350

LAB13 1000ml Bottle 6 95

Codice Formato

AVVERTENZESEE THE SAFETY DATA SHEET OR THE LABEL 
FOR PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION.

ACCESSORIES

Spray

DILUIZIONIDILUTIONS

Pure

Short-hair 
cloth

1:1

Summer or with 
high temperatures

Winter with low 
temperatures

Acid drop
and“bird drop” 
protection

Beading and 
sheeting effect

Reduces the 
risk of scratches

Brightness 
and silkiness

HYDRO SEALANT WET COAT  
TOUCH FREE SEALANT

#BENEFÌCIA

Physical state Colourless liquid

pH value at 20°C 7

Density at 20°C 1,00 g/cm3

Solubility in water Fully miscible
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